The Mini Page: Geography Awareness Week - A World of Continents
For the week of Nov. 17, 2014

CCSS: reading informational text: geography content

1. Where would one find the geographic South Pole?
   A Antarctica
   B Asia
   C Europe
   D North America

2. Which continent has the largest variety of climates?
   A Antarctica
   B Asia
   C Europe
   D North America

3. What causes Europe and North America to move away from each other about one inch each year?
   A plateau movement in Asia
   B ice melting in Antarctica
   C movement of the South Pole
   D tectonic plate movement

4. Which is the longest mountain range on Earth?
   A Andes
   B Himalayans
   C Appalachians
   D Alps

5. What separates Europe from Asia?
   A oceans
   B mountains
   C rivers
   D plateaus

Ans: 1a/2d/3d/4a/5b